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aspen 5+6 
for Stephen Mellarmé 
guest editor-designer / Brian O'Doherty 
guest art directors / David Dalton / Lynn Letterman 
 
B = L!F!R!B!D 
 
28 = 1 + 4 + 5 + 8 + 10 
 
1 box    1 book    4 films    5 records    8 boards    10 printed data 
         




essays  The Death of the Author / Roland Barthes / trans. Richard Howard  
Style and The Representation of Historical Time / George Kubler  
The Aesthetics of Silence / Susan Sontag  




fiction  Text for Nothing #8 / Samuel Beckett / read by Jack MacGowan  
Nova Express / excerpts / William Burroughs / read by the author  
"Now the shadow of the southwest column" from Jealousy / Alain Robbe-Grillet / read by the author  
   record  record  
music  Fontana Mix-Feed / John Cage / realized by Max Neuhaus  
The King of Denmark / Morton Feldman / Max Neuhaus (percussion)  
) N_N)
   boards  sculpture  The Maze / Tony Smith  





films  Rhythm 21 (1921) / Hans Richter  
Lightplay: Black-White-Grey (1932) / Laszlo Moholy-Nagy (excerpt)  
Site (1964) / Robert Morris / Stan VanDerBeek (excerpt)  
Linoleum (1967) / Robert Rauschenberg (excerpt)  
   record  interview  Merce Cunningham  







documents  The Creative Act (1957) / Marcel Duchamp / read by the author  
Some texts from A L'infinitif (1919-20) / Marcel Duchamp / read by the author  
Four poems from Phantastische Gebete (1916) / Richard Huelsenbeck / read by the author  
The Realistic Manifesto (1920) / Naum Gabo / Noton Pevsner / read by Gabo  
The Russian Desert: A Note on Our State of Knowledge / Douglas MacAgy  
Space, Time and Dance/Merce Cunningham / read by the author  
   print  print  
poetry  Conditionnement / Michel Butor / trans. Michael Benedikt  
Poem, March 1966 / Dan Graham  








data  Serial Project #1 / Sol Lewitt  
Seven Translucent Tiers / Mel Bochner  
Structural Play #3 / Brian O'Doherty  
Drawings for The Maze / Tony Smith  
Score for Fontana Mix-Feed / John Cage / Max Neuhaus  
Score for The King of Denmark / Morton Feldman  
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376. PHYSICS. Couldn’t every sculptural formation, from crystals up until man, be 
explained in an acoustic manner by means of arrested motion? 
 
382. (THEORY OF ART). (Painting) Sculpture is nothing else but the figuristics of music. 
Remarkable expression: in the highest vibration. 
(Painting) Sculpture –objective music. Music –subjective music, or painting. One should 
be able to acoustically impress everything (necessary), to render it into silhouettes, and 
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